Worksheet 2. Definitions

Look at the reading, How Children See the Future. Guess the meanings of these words in bold in the reading. Write the letter of the word or phrase with the same meaning or a similar meaning.

1. discoveries ______c____
   a. pictures  b. stories  c. things you find

2. outer ______
   a. other   b. dark  c. very far from the center

3. limit _______
   a. destroy   b. change  c. stop the growth

4. monorail _______
   a. a kind of car  b. a kind of train  c. a kind of bus

5. crowded ______
   a. empty  b. full of people c. hot

6. environment _______
   a. houses  b. transportation  c. air, water, and land around you

7. recycle _______
   a. use again  b. destroy  c. ride in a bicycle

8. garbage _______
   a. things you eat  b. new things  c. things you throw away

9. ideal_______
   a. perfect  b. better  c. worse

10. heat_______
    a. make warm  b. make cool  c. cover

11. prepare_______
    a. go  b. get ready  c. travel

12. transform______
    a. change  b. improve  c. make worse